Senior Manager Production Management

At a glance

Job description

Location:
Job ID:

361375

Would you like to combine and balance your technical expertise and business attitude?
Do you have a solid experience and knowledge in frontend and backend semiconductor
production and enjoy working in cross-functional teams? If you are able to keep the
overall big picture despite many details and willing to manage our products along
entire manufacturing value chain from wafer start until shipment to the customer?
Then this position in our Automotive division might be the right match for you. As
Senior Production Manager you will be responsible to optimize productivity and
profitability of Automotive MOSFETs by driving manufacturing improvements and
leading transfer projects between Infineon manufacturing sites.

Start date:

as soon as possible

In your new role you will:
Be responsible for the overall technical management of automotive products in
the ramp up and high-volume production and act as interface between Business
Line and Operations
Drive and motivate cross functional ramp up teams as project lead
Act as a driver and leader of change, transfer and strategic projects (technology,
packages & products)
Be the contact for all Infineon internal production sites as well as for operations
for the respective product groups
Drive cost of sales improvements in frontend and backend through yield, test, or
process improvements in cooperation with all related production sites
Contribute to strategies for assuring capacity growth and cost reduction

Profile
You always keep the bigger picture in mind and act as if responsible for the
benefits of the company as a whole. With your independent working style, you
ensure that deliverables are complete in high quality and remain solution
oriented in even complex situation. As a true team player, you are aware of
cultural differences, cooperate across boundaries and appreciate the
contributions of other people.
Beyond, you are best-equipped for this role if you have:
A degree in Electrical Engineering, Industrial Engineering, Physics,
Chemistry or a related technical field
At least 6 years of professional experience as Product Engineer, Industrial
Engineer, Quality Manager or similar roles in the semiconductor or
comparable industries
Profound understanding of supply chain and manufacturing processes
Economic, Business Administration or related education/experience being

Entry level: 5+ years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent
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Economic, Business Administration or related education/experience being
an added plus
Solid and proven experience in managing complex projects in an
international setup
Profound and proven problem-solving capabilities as well as strong
communication and negotiating skills to manage global and multicultural
stakeholders and networks successfully
Fluent in English, ideally good German language skills

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure,
seamless communications link the real and the digital world.
Infineon Technologies (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd, with its 8.000 employees, is the largest
manufacturing site of Infineon. The company has established itself as a leading
manufacturing site for Power Semiconductors, Logic Semiconductors, Discrete and
Sensor Products. We are committed to increasing productivity, on-time delivery and
providing customized solutions while maintaining the highest level of product quality.
The success of Infineon Melaka is evidenced by eleven National Awards received from
the Prime Minister’s Office as well as 15 corporate awards.

